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Algorithmic modifications to the durational structure of speech designed to avoid intervals of

intense masking lead to increases in intelligibility, but the basis for such gains is not clear. The cur-

rent study addressed the possibility that the reduced information load produced by speech rate slow-

ing might explain some or all of the benefits of durational modifications. The study also

investigated the influence of masker stationarity on the effectiveness of durational changes.

Listeners identified keywords in sentences that had undergone linear and nonlinear speech rate

changes resulting in overall temporal lengthening in the presence of stationary and fluctuating

maskers. Relative to unmodified speech, a slower speech rate produced no intelligibility gains for

the stationary masker, suggesting that a reduction in information rate does not underlie intelligibil-

ity benefits of durationally modified speech. However, both linear and nonlinear modifications led

to substantial intelligibility increases in fluctuating noise. One possibility is that overall increases in

speech duration provide no new phonetic information in stationary masking conditions, but that

temporal fluctuations in the background increase the likelihood of glimpsing additional salient

speech cues. Alternatively, listeners may have benefitted from an increase in the difference in

speech rates between the target and background. VC 2017 Acoustical Society of America.

[http://dx.doi.org/10.1121/1.4983826]

[DB] Pages: 4126–4135

I. INTRODUCTION

In speech communication scenarios involving the output

of natural or synthetic speech, the likelihood of correct mes-

sage reception in noisy environments can be improved by

modifying the speech signal prior to output (e.g., Skowronski

and Harris, 2006; Sauert and Vary, 2006; Yoo et al., 2007;

Brouckxon et al., 2008; Valentini-Botinhao et al., 2012; Taal

et al., 2013; Zorila and Stylianou, 2015; Jokinen et al., 2016).

Such approaches are highly effective: A recent evaluation of

18 algorithms demonstrated gains equivalent to increasing

signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) by 5.1 dB for natural speech and

by 5.6 dB for synthetic speech (The Hurricane Challenge;

Cooke et al., 2013).

Most speech modification techniques operate by reallo-

cating energy in time and frequency under a constant input-

output root-mean-square (RMS) energy constraint. Energy

reallocation aims to enhance intelligibility by manipulating

the spectro-temporal pattern of local SNR, enabling weaker

regions to rise above the masker at the expense of portions of

the signal whose local SNR is already sufficiently high.

Different approaches have variously transferred energy from

voiced to voiceless regions (Skowronski and Harris, 2006),

boosted some regions of the spectrum at the expense of

others (Tang and Cooke, 2012), enhanced formants

(Brouckxon et al., 2008), increased the amplitude modulation

depth of the mid-frequencies (Koutsogiannaki and Stylianou,

2016), or employed dynamic range compression (Blesser,

1969), which has the effect of transferring energy from

intense to weaker temporal epochs (Zorila et al., 2012;

Schepker et al., 2013). Cooke et al. (2014a) provides a

review of human and algorithmic speech modifications.

An alternative to spectro-temporal energy reallocation is

the modification of segment or sub-segmental durations.

Altered speaking styles such as Lombard speech (e.g., Pisoni

et al., 1985; Summers et al., 1988; Junqua, 1993), clear

speech (Picheny et al., 1985; Uchanski, 2005), speech

directed at infants (e.g., Grieser and Kuhl, 1988), and speech

produced at a distance (Fux et al., 2012) exhibit durational

changes, usually resulting in slower speech, both overall and

at the level of individual speech segments. Many of these

forms of speech have been found to be more intelligible than

unmodified plain speech (Dreher and O’Neill, 1957; Picheny

et al., 1985; Pittman and Wiley, 2001; Lu and Cooke, 2008;

Song et al., 2010). While acoustic changes to features such

as intensity, spectral tilt, and prosody are present in altered

speech styles and may play a role in increased intelligibility,

it is natural to consider whether durational changes contrib-

ute to the improvement. Durational manipulations can be

expected to be particularly effective in the presence of fluc-

tuating maskers where the opportunity arises to shift pho-

netic information in time to regions where the masking

source is less intense.

Approaches employing durational modifications are less

common than those exploiting spectro-temporal energy
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reallocation. Of the 14 natural speech modification

approaches submitted to the aforementioned Hurricane

Challenge (Cooke et al., 2013), only 3 involved significant

durational changes. Tellingly, two of these three produced

the largest enhancements in the fluctuating masker condition

of the Challenge at moderate and adverse SNRs. Indeed,

gains of up to 4.4 dB resulted from an approach (GCRetime;

Aubanel and Cooke, 2013) that modified durational informa-

tion only, indicating that alterations to segment durations

alone can be a valuable strategy for maskers containing low-

frequency temporal modulations.

However, the basis for the intelligibility enhancements

produced by durational changes is currently unclear. It is

possible that listeners are able to take advantage of the

reduced information rate of slower speech rate rather than

the intended energetic masking release produced by shifting

information in time. Evidence for intelligibility benefits of

speech rate slowing is mixed. While studies by Adams and

colleagues (Adams and Moore, 2009; Adams et al., 2012)

have demonstrated intelligibility increases for slow speech

in masking noise, no such effect was observed under condi-

tions of simulated hearing loss by Nejime and Moore (1998)

nor when linear and nonlinear durational changes observed

in Lombard speech were mapped on to plain speech (Cooke

et al., 2014b). Intriguingly, while the latter studies used sta-

tionary maskers, the sentence material used by Adams and

Moore (2009) and Adams et al. (2012) was mixed with four-

talker babble, leading to the possibility that the temporal

modulation characteristics of the masker played a role in the

different outcomes.

One goal of the current study was to determine whether

a slower speech rate per se contributes to the intelligibility

increases observed in durationally modified speech.

Keyword scores in utterances that had been linearly elon-

gated were compared with those for utterances whose dura-

tion was locally modified in a way designed to minimise

energetic masking. If a reduced information rate is responsi-

ble for intelligibility gains of durationally modified speech,

we predict that such gains would be observed in linearly

elongated speech, since durational modifications in this case

are independent from masker fluctuations.

The current study also addressed the issue of whether

the intelligibility of durationally modified speech is affected

by the properties of the masker. Utterances were presented

in stationary noise and two forms of fluctuating noise: com-

peting speech (CS) and speech-modulated noise (SMN) with

temporal envelope fluctuations matching those of CS.

II. EXPERIMENT 1: DURATIONAL MODIFICATIONS IN
STATIONARY AND FLUCTUATING MASKERS

A. Durational modifications

Listeners heard sentences that were either unmodified

(PLAIN), linearly stretched (ELONGATED) or nonlinearly modi-

fied (RETIMED). All durational modifications were carried out

using the WSOLA algorithm (Demol et al., 2005) via a

sequence of time-scale factors. In the elongation condition, a

constant time-scale factor was used, while in the retiming

case the time-scale factor sequence was derived from the

GCRetime algorithm described in Aubanel and Cooke

(2013) and summarised below.

GCRetime is a general-purpose algorithm that takes a

pair of acoustic signals and outputs a retimed version of one

of them based on the result of optimising a user-defined cri-

terion operating on a comparison of the two input signals. In

the current context, the input to GCRetime is a target speech

signal and a masker, and the output is a retimed speech sig-

nal which maximises a local distance function whose goal to

promote the audibility of information-bearing parts of the

speech in the presence of the masker. The distance function

is maximised using dynamic programming, the end result

being a retiming path that defines a sequence of expansions

and contractions of the target speech signal. The process is

illustrated in Fig. 1. Here, the masker (shown at the top of

Fig. 1) is a CS signal. The target speech and the modified

(retimed) speech are drawn on the left and bottom edges of

Fig. 1, respectively. The unmodified PLAIN condition corre-

sponds to the diagonal path.

The GCRetime local distance function D(i,j) is defined

on a grid of points i,j corresponding to the ith frame of the

target speech signal s and the jth frame of the masker m. The

local distance function for all possible pairs (i,j) is a matrix,

shown as a grayscale image in Fig. 1, where darker regions

depict higher values of the function. The local distance func-

tion is composed of two components quantifying (1) the

masked audibility of the speech signal in frame i in the

FIG. 1. (Color online) An illustration of sentence retiming in the face of a

CS masker. The grayscale image depicts the value of the local cost function

[Eq. (A1)] for all possible pairs of frames of the target and masker. The solid

line shows the minimum cost retiming path using the glimpse proportion

(GP) and cochlear-scaled entropy (CSE) components while the dotted line

shows the path for the GP component alone. The red curve indicates the

value of the CSE weighting defined by Eq. (A3); the pink vertical line in the

left panel indicates the value of the threshold used to select high-CSE

regions (see the Appendix).
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presence of the masker at frame j, and (2) the informative-

ness of the speech signal in the vicinity of frame i. The first

of these components is operationalised using the glimpse

proportion (GP; Cooke, 2006), while the second makes use

of cochlear-scaled entropy (CSE; Stilp and Kluender, 2010);

together these components are reflected in the name

“GCRetime.” CSE captures localised spectral change and

has been shown to predict intelligibility better than conso-

nants, vowels, or consonant-vowel/vowel-consonant transi-

tions when tested using a noise-replacement paradigm (Stilp

and Kluender, 2010). Taken together, these two components

ensure that the distance function takes on high values when

the speech signal is not masked and when it is undergoing a

period of rapid change. For example, the dark vertical band

in the period immediately preceding the 2 s point in the

masker is due to the low level of the masker in that interval,

and the darker horizontal strips within this band correspond

to those portions of the target speech with a high CSE value.

The path that maximises the global distance passes through

some of these regions, effectively ensuring that potentially

high-information-value transients in the target speech are

shifted in time to regions where the masker is less intense.

The Appendix describes the computation of the

GCRetime local distance function D in more detail.

B. Speech and masker materials

Utterances were drawn from the phonemically balanced

Sharvard corpus (Aubanel et al., 2014), which consists of

Spanish sentences designed to be equivalent in difficulty to

the Harvard sentences (Rothauser et al., 1969). Each

Sharvard sentence contains five keywords used for scoring;

an example (keywords underlined) is “Llene el frasco de

cristal con cola densa” (“Fill the glass flask with thick

glue”). Spectrograms of this utterance in each of the three

styles PLAIN, ELONGATED, and RETIMED are shown in Fig. 2.

Renditions of the first 243 Sharvard utterances read by a

native Spanish male talker were used in experiment 1; this

number includes sentences used as practice items.

Maskers were constructed using speech material from a

native Spanish female talker who read sentences from the

Albayzin corpus (Moreno et al., 1993). Inter-sentence pauses

were removed and sentences concatenated to produce a sig-

nal of 13.83 min duration, sufficient to ensure that no masker

fragment was repeated in any speech-plus-masker mixture.

Successive non-overlapping fragments from this signal were

used for the CS masking condition. A speech-shaped noise

(SSN) masker was constructed by passing white noise

through a filter with a long-term spectrum matching that of

the female talker. Each CS fragment had a matched SMN

signal formed by multiplying the short-term temporal enve-

lope of the CS fragment with a portion of the SSN signal

selected at random. All speech and masker materials were

sampled at 16 kHz.

The average PLAIN sentence duration was 2.34 s (stan-

dard deviation, s.d., 0.29 s). To allow for overall elongation,

maskers were constructed to have a duration 0.8 s longer

than the target speech utterances they were paired with.

Sentences in the ELONGATED and RETIMED conditions were

24%–55% longer than their PLAIN counterparts (mean 34%,

s.d. 4%). Each RETIMED sentence had a duration that was

97.4%–99.2% of the equivalent ELONGATED sentence (mean

98.6%). In experiment 1, regardless of the masker (CS,

SMN, or SSN), retiming was carried out using the CS

masker.

C. Participants

Eighteen native Spanish speakers (ten female) with a

mean age of 22.3 years (s.d.¼ 3.8) took part in the experi-

ment. Speakers were either monolingual in Spanish or bilin-

gual in Spanish and Basque. All listeners had normal hearing

thresholds [<20 dB hearing level (HL)] in the range

125 Hz–8 kHz, as tested with an Interacoustics AS608 screen-

ing audiometer (Middelfart, Denmark). Listeners were paid

for their participation. Ethics permission was obtained follow-

ing the University of the Basque Country ethics procedure.

D. Procedure

Listeners heard a total of 234 utterances made up of 26

sentences in each of the 9 conditions resulting from the com-

bination of the PLAIN, ELONGATED, and RETIMED manipulations

with the 3 maskers (CS, SMN, and SSN). The SNR for the

SSN masking conditions was set to �6.5 dB, a value which

led to a 50% keyword score for the male talker in Aubanel

et al. (2014). Since CS is a less effective masker than SSN

when presented at the same SNR, the SNR for the CS

masker was set following pilot tests to �17 dB, while similar

tests indicated the need for an intermediate SNR for the

SMN case of �12 dB.

To avoid sentence subset effects due to possible differ-

ing intrinsic intelligibilities of the speech material, the three

speech processing conditions (PLAIN, ELONGATED, RETIMED)

FIG. 2. Example spectrograms of the utterance “Llene el frasco de cristal

con cola densa” in each of the three durational modification conditions.
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were applied to the complete set of 234 utterances. Listeners

were assigned to subsets of sentences in such a way as to

ensure that each sentence in each processing condition was

heard the same number of times across listeners, and that

each listener heard each sentence exactly once. Speech-plus-

noise stimuli were blocked by masker type; within each

block listeners heard equal numbers of sentences from each

of the three processing conditions in a randomised order.

Immediately prior to each block of 78 sentences, listeners

responded to 3 unscored practice stimuli designed to famil-

iarise them with the type of masker. Practice sentences did

not occur elsewhere in the main experiment. Presentation

order of the three blocks was balanced across listeners.

The listening experiment was conducted in a sound-

attenuated studio in the Phonetics Laboratory at the University

of the Basque Country, Spain. Speech-plus-noise stimuli were

delivered diotically at a presentation level in the range

70.8–71.7 dB(A) through Sennheiser HD 380 pro headphones

(Wedemark, Germany). Listeners received on-screen instruc-

tions prior to each block. The experiment ran under computer

control using a custom MATLAB program. The experiment was

self-paced: Following each stimulus presentation participants

typed their answer into a text box, after which the next stimu-

lus was presented. On average, listeners required 47 min

(s.d.¼ 7) to complete the three blocks.

E. Postprocessing

Listener responses were scored automatically based on

the number of keywords identified correctly in each sen-

tence. Vowel stress marks were removed prior to scoring, so

that, for example, both “mas” and “m�as” were considered to

be correct responses for the word “m�as.” A total of 130 key-

words were scored (26 sentences � 5 keywords per sen-

tence) in each of the 9 conditions. Scores were expressed as

percentages of keywords identified correctly in each condi-

tion. Since none of the scores lay outside the range

23%–83%, raw (untransformed) percentages were used in

subsequent statistical analyses.

F. Results

Keyword scores for the PLAIN speech condition were

46.1%, 37.8%, and 51.6% for the CS, SMN, and SSN

maskers, respectively.

Figure 3 plots changes in scores over the PLAIN baseline

for ELONGATED and RETIMED sentences in the three maskers.

Elongation led to a small gain in keyword scores of 3.0 per-

centage points (p.p.) in the SSN condition. Substantially

larger gains of 8.3 and 9.0 p.p. were observed in the two

temporally modulated masking conditions CS and SMN,

respectively.

Retimed speech produced a larger spread of differences

over the PLAIN baseline across the three maskers. In station-

ary noise, retiming was highly detrimental to intelligibility,

producing a loss of 14.9 p.p. compared to unmodified

speech. For the modulated noise masker (SMN) the gain of

10.3 p.p. was similar to that seen for the ELONGATED condi-

tion. However, with a gain of 16.3 p.p., retimed utterances

were substantially more intelligible than their elongated

counterparts in the CS masker.

An analysis of variance (ANOVA) of changes-over-base-

line scores with within-subjects factors of modification

method (ELONGATED, RETIMED) and masker (CS, SMN, SSN)

demonstrated a clear interaction in the effect of modifications

and maskers [Fð2;34Þ¼37:7; p<0:001; g2¼0:28; mean

square error (MSE)¼ 43.1], with significant main effects of

both modification type ½Fð1;17Þ ¼ 10:8; p< 0:01; g2¼ 0:03;
MSE¼20:8�, and masker ½Fð2;34Þ¼21:2; p<0:001; g2

¼ 0:46;MSE¼164:4�. Based on a Fisher’s least significant

difference (LSD) of 4.4 p.p., gains for ELONGATED speech in

the two modulated maskers were equivalent, while ELONGATED

speech was statistically equivalent to the PLAIN baseline for the

SSN masker. Changes in keyword scores for RETIMED speech

were significantly different in the three masking conditions.

G. Interim discussion

A strategy of retiming speech information by shifting

the waveform nonlinearly in time to attenuate the effect of

intense masker epochs has previously been shown to produce

substantial intelligibility gains in the presence of fluctuating

maskers (Aubanel and Cooke, 2013). Experiment 1 confirms

the effectiveness of algorithmic speech retiming, and extends

this finding to speech material in a different language: the

16.3 p.p. gain produced for Spanish sentences in the RETIMED

condition of the current study in the CS masker condition at

an SNR of �17 dB is consistent with the improvements of

FIG. 3. Changes in mean keywords correct relative to PLAIN speech for

ELONGATED and RETIMED utterances in the presence of CS, SMN, and SSN

maskers. Error bars here and in Fig. 5 represent 61 standard error.
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16 and 18 p.p. observed in Aubanel and Cooke (2013) for

English sentences at SNRs of �14 and �21 dB in the equiv-

alent masking condition of that study.

Elongation of speech had a negligible impact on intelli-

gibility for stationary maskers, suggesting that a slower

speech rate in itself is not responsible for the gains observed

when speech is retimed. In contrast, for fluctuating maskers,

elongation led to a clear increase in intelligibility. This find-

ing goes some way to explaining the discrepancies among

earlier studies on the effectiveness of a slower speech rate in

noise. As noted in the Introduction, while Nejime and Moore

(1998) and Cooke et al. (2014b) failed to find an intelligibil-

ity benefit of slower speech when presented in a stationary

masker, Adams et al. (2012) reported a beneficial effect of a

slower speech rate in four-talker babble, a type of masker

that shows a greater temporal modulation depth than that of

a purely stationary noise. The issue of how a fluctuating

masker might promote intelligibility increases for elongated

speech is addressed in Sec. IV, General Discussion.

One intriguing finding is the observation of substantially

larger gains produced by retiming in the CS condition than

in the SMN condition. This outcome would be unexpected if

the gains in a fluctuating masker were derived solely from

shifting speech information in time to avoid more intense

masker intervals. However, since the GP analysis underlying

GCRetime operates in the spectro-temporal domain, a retim-

ing path produced by a CS masker is not necessarily the

same as that produced in response to a SMN masker in spite

of the latter having the temporal modulations of the former.

Compared to SMN, CS contains some variation in the spec-

trum across time due to its spectral fine structure of peaks

and dips, and it is possible that the retiming path suggested

by the GCRetime algorithm is able to take advantage of the

glimpsing opportunities afforded in both the spectral and

temporal domains. Consequently, the retiming path for CS

may be suboptimal for SMN and vice versa (see Fig. 4). The

fact that a CS signal was used for retiming in experiment 1

may have favoured retimed speech when presented in a CS

masker. To test this hypothesis, a second experiment exam-

ined the role of the retiming masker using matched and mis-

matched retiming maskers.

III. EXPERIMENT 2: ROLE OF THE RETIMING MASKER

A. Listeners

A new cohort of 21 normal hearing paid native Spanish

speakers (16 female) with a mean age of 20.0 years

(s.d.¼ 1.5) and the same profile as the participants of experi-

ment 1 took part in experiment 2. Results from one partici-

pant who treated the CS masker as the target in a number of

conditions were excluded.

B. Materials and methods

Raw speech materials, maskers, and SNRs were the

same as those used in experiment 1. The ELONGATED condi-

tion was not tested. Instead, listeners heard utterances in

unmodified PLAIN form and in two distinct retiming condi-

tions. In one retiming condition (CS RETIMED) the durational

modifications were based on GCRetime using a CS masker,

while in the other retiming condition (SMN RETIMED) the mod-

ifications result from the counterpart SMN masker. In this

way, listeners heard sentences retimed by a matched or

unmatched masker. The nine experimental conditions (3

modifications � 3 maskers) were presented to listeners using

the blocking and balancing procedure of experiment 1 as

described in Sec. II D.

Figure 4 illustrates the matched/mismatched retiming

procedure for the case where retimed speech was presented

in the SMN masker. A comparison of the speech retimed by

the SMN masker (matched condition, second panel) and that

retimed by the CS masker (mismatched condition, fourth

panel) shows that although the SMN masker is derived from

the CS masker, the retimed speech in the matched and mis-

matched conditions display different temporal structures.

C. Results

Mean keywords correct scores for the PLAIN speech con-

dition were 49.6%, 42.5%, and 55.8% for the CS, SMN, and

SSN presentation maskers, respectively. Figure 5 plots

changes in scores over the PLAIN baseline for sentences

retimed using the CS and SMN maskers for each of the three

presentation maskers. Changes over baseline for the CS

RETIMED conditions were similar to those observed in the

equivalent conditions of experiment 1 (CS, 16.3 vs 16.5 p.p.;

FIG. 4. Matched and mismatched retiming for the utterance shown in Fig. 2.

The top panel shows the SMN masker used to produce the retiming path,

which results in the utterance shown in the second panel (SMN RETIMED). The

third panel shows the CS masker used for retiming which results in the utter-

ance shown in the lower panel (CS retimed).
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SMN 10.2 vs 10.8; SSN �14.9 vs �12.5), confirming the

findings of the first experiment with a different listener

cohort.

A within-subjects ANOVA with factors of retiming

masker and presentation masker for the two fluctuating mask-

ing conditions (CS and SMN) indicated no main effect of

either factor, but revealed a significant interaction between

the two factors ½Fð1;19Þ¼6:96; p<0:05; g2¼0:048;MSE

¼32:9�. Post hoc tests based on a Fisher’s LSD of 3.80 p.p.

indicate that CS-based retiming was more effective in a

matched CS masker (16.5 p.p.) than in a mismatched SMN

masker (10.9 p.p.). However, there was no benefit of matched

masker type for SMN-based retiming, with similar gains of

13.3 and 12.2 p.p. in the matched and unmatched conditions,

respectively. Critically, CS RETIMED speech led to higher gains

than SMN RETIMED speech when presented in a CS masker, sug-

gesting that the specific details of the retiming path are impor-

tant. Gains in the two matched conditions (i.e., CS RETIMED in

CS masker and SMN RETIMED in SMN masker) did not differ

statistically, the difference of 3.2 p.p. falling short of the criti-

cal LSD value.

D. Interim discussion

Experiment 2 demonstrated that the benefits of retiming

are affected by the relationship between the retiming masker

and the presentation masker in the case of the CS masker but

not for the SMN masker. This outcome suggests that there is

a limit to the benefits of retiming for a temporally modulated

noise masker, while for CS there may be both temporal and

spectral opportunities which are taken into account by the

energetic masking model underlying the GP calculation.

IV. GENERAL DISCUSSION

Experiment 1 addressed the primary research question

of the current study by measuring the extent to which intelli-

gibility gains are present for speech that is linearly elongated

to generate the same average speech rate as that produced by

retiming. The absence of a benefit of elongated speech in the

presence of a stationary speech-shaped masker appears to

rule out reduced speech rate per se as a contributory factor.

Nevertheless, elongation led to significant increases in

keyword scores in fluctuating maskers, demonstrating that

the intelligibility benefits of retiming are not entirely due to

the deliberate noise avoidance encapsulated in the GCRetime

algorithm. This outcome suggests that reducing speech rate

can be a very effective strategy for increasing intelligibility

in real-life situations characterised by non-stationary sources

of noise.

There are several ways in which a temporally fluctuating

masker might promote intelligibility gains for slowed speech

while a stationary masker does not. One possibility is that the

regions of elongated speech which escape masking by a sta-

tionary noise provide no new phonetic information. The

upper two panels of Fig. 6 depict glimpses of speech in the

presence of the SSN masker for the example utterance, both

unmodified and elongated. It is clear that while small differ-

ences in putative glimpses exist due to fluctuations in the

SSN, the nature of the available information is largely identi-

cal in the PLAIN and ELONGATED conditions: the glimpses are

simply elongated. For example, the phoneme /k/ in “frasco”

is devoid of glimpses in both cases, and the /s/ in the same

word conveys the same information in the two cases. In con-

trast, for the CS masker (lower panels) temporal fluctuations

in the masker increase the likelihood of observing new pho-

netic information in elongated speech. For example, in the

PLAIN speech, there is a paucity of critical low-frequency

information to indicate the identity of the vowel /e/ in

“densa,” while such information is present in the ELONGATED

version. Of course, while some information is gained in this

way, other regions of the signal are likely to be masked with

a commensurate loss of information. However, we speculate

that since the overall signal duration is increased in the

ELONGATED case, so is the net amount of phonetic information.

An alternative explanation for the observed gains in fluc-

tuating maskers arises from the possibility that listeners are

better able to separate target and background speech due to

speech rate differences between the target and masker, over-

coming a potential source of informational masking. This

notion is supported by a study by Gordon-Salant and

Fitzgibbons (2004) in which a cohort of young normal hearing

listeners recognised more words in time-compressed senten-

ces when the compression ratio did not match that of 12-

talker background babble. The ELONGATED condition of the

current study does indeed lead to an increase in speech rate

differences between the target and background: The PLAIN

speech was articulated at a rate of 5.8 vowels/s, comparable

FIG. 5. Changes in keywords correct scores relative to unmodified plain

speech for utterances retimed using the CS or SMN maskers for the three

presentation maskers.
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to the 6.6 vowels/s of the CS masker. Speech rate slowing in

the ELONGATED condition reduced the average speech rate to

4.4 vowels/s, increasing the target-background speech rate

difference. Earlier studies with listeners (Miller and Licklider,

1950) or models (Bronkhorst et al., 1993) have demonstrated

sensitivity to differences in speech interruption rate and

speech modulation rate. Further studies controlling for speech

rate differences are needed to rule out their possible contribu-

tion to the observed gains in the current study. However, since

gains were also observed for the non-speech masker, it

FIG. 6. Regions of a target speech utterance of the phrase “Llene el frasco de cristal con cola densa” which are deemed to escape energetic masking according

to a glimpsing model (Cooke, 2006), for PLAIN and ELONGATED speech in the presence of a stationary masker (top two panels) and a fluctuating masker (lower

two panels). A broad phoneme-level transcription is provided in each case.
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appears necessary to invoke a more generalised notion of tem-

poral modulation rate differences that go beyond speech-on-

speech informational masking, which in this case is likely to

have a relatively small effect since the gender of the target

and masking talkers differed (Brungart et al., 2001). A related

possibility is that the presence of modulation in the masker

itself imposes a cognitive burden on listeners: A slower rate

of information transmission via a lower speech rate may be

beneficial in reducing listening effort.

A striking and consistent outcome observed in both

experiments was the substantial loss of intelligibility (amount-

ing to 13–15 p.p.) that occurred when speech was nonlinearly

retimed in stationary noise, contrasting with no loss for line-

arly elongated speech in the presence of the stationary

masker. In the GCRetime algorithm, retiming takes no

account of anything other than the temporal relationship

between speech and masker (the glimpsing component) and

speech dynamics (the CSE component). Consequently, prop-

erties such as segment duration and the local speech rate of

unmodified speech are not preserved by the algorithm. Such

distortions are likely both to confound listeners’ expectations

of when salient information is going to occur and to diminish

the effectiveness of contextual cues that depend on relative

durations. For Spanish, changes in relative segment durations

induced by GCRetime may have interfered with phonological

cues (e.g., Mendoza et al., 2003) or syllabification (e.g.,

Hualde and Chitoran, 2003). Intriguingly, such a tradeoff

between modifications that overcome masking and those

which preserve phonological integrity is also seen in naturally

produced speech in noise. Sankowska et al. (2011) measured

durational (vowel lengthening) cues to the voicing distinction

in English plosives in plain and Lombard speech, finding a

reduced contrast in the latter case. The benefits of retiming in

fluctuating maskers presumably reflect a net effect of masking

release and durational distortion, suggesting that even larger

benefits in noise are realisable if the phonological impact of

durational modifications can be minimised.

Distortions to the target speech might also have contrib-

uted to the observed differences in effectiveness of retiming

in the presence of CS maskers and temporally modulated

noise, even when the influence of a matching or mismatch-

ing retiming masker was controlled for, as in experiment 2.

In a non-informational masker such as modulated noise, lis-

teners’ attentional focus is presumably directed to the target

speech alone, and any departures from expected phonologi-

cal forms may be noticeable, and potentially lead to the con-

sideration of additional competitor words. In contrast, when

the masker itself contains speech, it is conceivable that the

cognitive burden imposed by foreground-background separa-

tion precludes a more detailed analysis of the target signal,

or a mis-attribution of retiming-based distortions to the CS

signal. Another possibility is that any gains due to retiming

outweigh losses due to mistiming of phonological features.

The outcome of the current study points to the potential

of durational changes as a mechanism for improving intelli-

gibility in noise, but also highlights the need to take the tem-

poral properties of the masker into account, given the

deficits resulting from the retiming method in the presence

of stationary noise. The finding that gains are possible

merely by elongating the speech signal in fluctuating

maskers suggests that speech rate slowing could be a compo-

nent of a simple practical strategy for boosting intelligibility.

As noted in the Introduction, modified duration is not by any

means the sole manifestation of natural “altered” speaking

styles, and spectral factors in particular are known to have a

sizeable influence on intelligibility (Cooke et al., 2014b).

Spectral and durational changes are orthogonal to a large

extent, e.g., changes to properties such as spectral tilt can be

imposed independently of durational changes.

As is typically the case when targeting the 50% correct

response rate with a normal-hearing adult population, all test-

ing was done at negative SNRs. Further work is needed to

measure the efficacy of a slower speech rate at more realistic

SNRs (Naylor, 2016), as such environments have also been

found to induce slower rate of speech in talkers (Aubanel

et al., 2011). The benefits observed in the current study of

nonlinear retiming at negative SNRs may be reduced at higher

SNRs; lower than expected benefits for a fluctuating masker

advantage in comparison to stationary noise have consistently

been observed at positive SNRs (Bernstein and Grant, 2009;

Oxenham and Simonson, 2009; Freyman et al., 2008).

V. CONCLUSIONS

(i) Reductions in speech rate resulting from linear elon-

gation of the speech signal did not lead to intelligibil-

ity increases (nor did they disrupt intelligibility) for

sentences in the presence of stationary speech-shaped

maskers, suggesting that intelligibility gains seen in

durationally modified speech were not due to the

reduction in information rate that accompanies slower

speech.

(ii) However, identical elongations produced significant

intelligibility increases in fluctuating maskers. One

explanation is that while elongation in stationary

maskers produces no new speech information, the

altered pattern of glimpses in fluctuating maskers

leads to the unmasking of new phonetic cues. An

alternative is that slower speech enables listeners to

separate target speech from the background due to

greater differences in speech rate, or reduces the cog-

nitive burden of processing speech in a modulated

background. Further studies are needed to distinguish

these possibilities.

(iii) Nonlinear durational modifications designed to

reduce energetic masking of speech information led

to larger intelligibility gains in CS maskers than those

produced by linear elongation in spite of the distor-

tion of phonetic integrity indicated by the reduced

intelligibility of the same modifications in stationary

maskers.
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APPENDIX: COMPUTATION OF THE GCRetime LOCAL
DISTANCE FUNCTION

The GCRetime local distance function [Eq. (A1)] is

defined for each pair of time frames i of the speech signal

and j of the masker as the product of two terms: (i) GP,

GP(i,j), the proportion of the speech signal in frame i
glimpsed in the presence of the masker in frame j [Eq. (A2)];

and (ii) WCSEðiÞ, a weighting term based on the CSE of the

speech signal in frame i [Eq. (A3)]

Dði; jÞ ¼ GPði; jÞWCSEðiÞ: (A1)

1. GP

The GP is intended to reflect the local audibility of

speech in noise and is defined as the percentage of spectral

regions where the modelled auditory excitation pattern for

the target speech exceeds that of the masker

GP i; jð Þ ¼ 1

F

XF

f¼1

H Sf ið Þ > Mf jð Þ
� �

; (A2)

where F is the number of frequency channels, Sf and Mf

denote the excitation patterns of speech and masker in fre-

quency channel f, respectively, and Hð:Þ is the Heaviside unit

step function counting the number of channels where the

speech exceeds the masker. Excitation patterns are derived

via a gammatone filterbank (Patterson et al., 1988) using an

implementation introduced by Cooke (1993). The Hilbert

envelope of each gammatone filter output is computed and

smoothed by a leaky integrator with an 8 ms time constant

(Moore et al., 1988), downsampled and log-compressed.

Here, the gammatone filterbank contained F¼ 32 frequency

channels spaced equally on an equivalent rectangular

bandwidth-rate scale between 50 Hz and 7500 Hz.

2. CSE

In the current study we use the concept of CSE (Stilp

and Kluender, 2010) to identify spectral regions which are

changing most rapidly in order to give them greater weight

in the computation of the local distance function. CSE is

implemented as a locally averaged measure of spectral

change across time based on excitation patterns of the target

speech signal

CSEðiÞ ¼
Xk=2

k¼�k=2

dðiþ kÞ;

where

d2ðtÞ ¼
XF

f¼1

Sf ðtþ 1Þ � Sf ðiÞ
� �2

and k is the number of frames over which the CSE is com-

puted. Following Stilp and Kluender (2010), k¼ 5, equiva-

lent to 80 ms for the 16 ms time frames used here.

The CSE-based weighting is defined as

WCSEðiÞ ¼ ðw� 1ÞH CSEðiÞ � b½ � þ 1; (A3)

where b is a threshold used to identify high-CSE regions,

and w defines the degree of boosting of the CSE value. Here,

values of b ¼ 0:6 and w¼ 3 were used.
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